
APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before Mr. Justice Bamesam and Mr. Justice Reilly.

V. L IN G A TYA  CHETTY ( F i r s t  D e fe n d a n t ) ,  A p p e l la n t ,
'■  ̂ August 2B.
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V.

CHENGALAMMAL and others (Plaintiws and 
Second Dspe-ndant), Respondents.*

Hindu Law— Adoption— Sudras— Adoption o f a Sudra after his 
marriage, whether valid— Dattaka Chandrika, authority of— 
Reasoning on which rule is based, whether sound—Buie, 
acted upon fo r  more than a century—Rule ought to be 
followed, though based on slender foundations.

Adoption of a Sudra, after his marriagej is invalid under 
the Hindu Law. [Vythilinga v. Vijayathammal, (1883) I.L .ll., 
6 Mad., 4 3 ; Pichuvayyan v. Subhayyati, (1890) I.L.R., 13 Mad., 
128 ; Janakiram Pillay v. Venhiah Ohetiy, (1911) 10 M.L.T., 21, 
and other earlier cases, followed.]

This rule is based on the opinion of the Dattaka Chandrika, 
which is recognized as an authority in all the provinces except 
Bombay which follows the Mayiikha, see ArumilU Perrazu v. 
Suhharayadu, {1921) I.L.R., 4-1 Mad., 656 (P.O.); 42 LA., 280 ; 
and although this conclusion of the Dattaka Chandrika may rest 
on slender foundations, still the work is recognized as an 
authority in all the provinces outside Bombay, and the rule has 
been acted upon for more than a century and it is too late to 
question it.

A ppeal from the jndgment of K u m aeasw am i Sa ste i, J., 
passed in tlie exercise of fch.e Ordinary Original .Ciyil 
Jurisdiction of the Higli Court in Civil Suit No. 186 of 
1921.

In this suit the two plaintiffs who are daughters of 
one V . Ohengayya Ohetty who died intestate leaTing 
no son but only daughters and a wid.ow sued, after 
the death of the latter, to recover possession of the prop
erties left by their fathers from the first defondant who

* Original Side Appeal No. 103 of 1922.
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likgayta alleged to hare teen adopted by the widow, and theOhê ty • o t
-y, second defendant who was a donee or a portion or the

AMMAt. property from tlie first defendant. The plaintiffs dis
puted the factum and validity of the adoption on various 
grounds, one of which was that the adoption, even if 
true, was invalid as the first defendant was a married 
man at the time the adoption was made. It was admitted 
that the parties were Sudras and that the first defendant 
was a married man at the date of the adoption. The 
learned trial Judge ( K u m a e a sw a m i S a s t e i , J.) held that 
the adoption was invalid on this ground and decreed the 
plaintiffs’ suit. The material portion of the judgment 
of the learned Judge was as follows

“ It is admitted that the first defendant was a married 
man at the date of the adoption, and so far as the 
authorities in Madras go, it is clear on the authorities 
that the adoption of a married man is invalid. The 
parties in this case are admittedly Sudras. The first 
case as regards the validity of the adoption of a married 
man among Sudras is the case of Prusunna VenGatachella 
'Reddyar v. Moodoo 'VenGatachella Reddyar{l). The 
question in that case was whether the adoption of a 
married Sudra was valid and the Court of Sadr Adaulat 
held that it was invalid. This is what they state in 
the judgment:

The Court of Sadr Adaulafc having very maturely 
considered this case, are fully of opinion that the adoption of 
the appellant after his marriage is illegal and void under 
the rules and restrictions of Hindu Law.”

The next case is Vythilinga v. Vijayathammal{2)^ 
where Turner, O.J., and Mtjttuswami A ttar, J., observe 
as follows:—

As to the validity of the adoption the decision o f this 
Court in the appeal of Ayyavara is the only reported case in this

(i) (1825) 1 M.S.D., 406 at 413. (2) (1883) L.L.li,, 6 Mda., 34,



Presidency which lends any colour to the opinion that even Liî 'gayyaOSEIUJT
among Sudras the adoption of a married, man would "be regarded v. 

as valid under Hindu Law. It would certainly be invalid under 
the Dattaka Ohandrika which declares that marriage concludes 
the period within which a Siidra may be adopted. In Prusunna 
Vencaiachella Beddyar v. Moodoo Vecatachella Reddiaril), the 
Sadr Court in 1823 ruled that the adoption of a Sudra after 
marriage was illegal and void. It will be seen that the decision 
of the High Court in the appeal of Ayyavarudid not proceed on 
the ground that the adoption was valid. The Court conceived 
it was precluded by the decree obtained by the appellant in the 
earlier litigation from examining its validity ; ”

SO that tbe learned Judges were of opinion that the 
adoption of a married Siidra was illegal. Tlie question 
was again referred to in Fichuvayycm v, 8uhbayyan(2).
Though that case was a case between Brahmans tiie 
question was discussed as to marriage being* a bar 
to adoption^ and it was held that in all cases, whether 
Brabmans or Kon-Bralimans, marriage would be a bar. 
M tjttu sw a m i A yy a e  and S hephard , JJ., obserye:

“ Apart from the Bombay cases, which proceed upon texts 
which have no authority in this Presidency, no text or other 
authority can be cited to justify an adoption taking place after 
marriage, notwithstanding that the person taken in adoption may 
belong to the same gofcra as the adopter. On the other hand 
such authority as there is on the subject is against the respond
ent's contention.^’

In tlie Dattaka Oliandrika, tlie autborj treating of 
the rites whioli must be performed in the adopter’ s 
family, refers to the rigbt of marriage as that by wbich 
the filial relationship can be completed in the case 
of Sudras. An adoption^ th.erefore, in order to be valid, 
eyen among Sudras, must take place before tlie marriage 
of tbe ad-opted son. (Dattaka Obandrika, s. II-—29-315 
p. 643v Stoke’ s Hindu Law Books.) Tlie same •writer
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Li KG ATS A fj2;0(i upaaayanam as the rite wbicli completes tlie filial 
V. relationsiiip in tlie case of Bralimaus, and tnougli this 

AMMAB. rule with, regard to upanayanam has been relaxed in the 
case of sagotrasj there is no warrant for the contention 
that the relaxation should foe extended to marriage. 
The rule that no one is eligible for adoption after 
marriage was recognized by the Sadr Adaiilat in 1823—  
Prusunna VencatacheUa Beddyar v. Moodoo Venccttachella 
Beddyaf{l) and Banee Sivalcamee Nachiar v. Mooto Vida 
BagJbunadha Satooputty{2) and in 1830 Sir T. Steancie 
sums up his view of the law by saying

'^UpoQ these principles it would seem as if there could be 
no adopfciou of one who is raarriedj marriage not being,capable, 
like tonsure and investiture, of annulment/’

Eleference was made by the learned Judges to 
Vythilinga Y. Vijmjat}iammal{2»)  ̂ already referred to by 
me. , In Janahiram Pillay v. Venhiah GJietty{^), Sir 
A rnold W hite, C. J. and Sankaran Nayae, J., were 
of opinion that an adoption after marriage among Sudras 
was clearly invalid. The proposition is treated as one 
admitting of no doubt. The view that marriage is an 
absolute bar to adoption has been adopted by all the 
Courts where Dattaka Chandrika and Dattaka 
Meemamsa are accepted as authorities, and except in 
Bombay all the Courts have taken the view that such 
adoption is invalid. I may refer to the case in Gang a 
8ahai Y. Lehhraj 8mgh(b), -where MahmooDj J., in an 
elaborate judgment after dealing with all the authorities 
came to the conclusion that marriage was an absolute 
bar to the validity of adoption among Sudras. S traight, 
J,, agreed with that judgment. The same view was 
taken in Jhmkct Prasad v. Nathu{6), where the decision
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L i n GATTA  
C HETTY

Ohengax .-

in Pichumy^an v. 8ubhayyan{l) was approyed and 
followed, and in Bamodarji v. The Golleotor of Bmida{2)i 
S t a n l e y ,  C.J., and K a r a m a t  H u s s a in , J., after referring 
to the authorities, held that among Sudras marriage is a 
bar to adoption and that a boy can only be adopted till 
marriage and not afterwards. As they pointed out 
in that judgment their Lordships of the Privy Council 
in Bhagavan Singh v. Bhaghavan 8ingh{S) have referred 
to Dattaka Ohandrika as a work of authority which 
Courts are bound to follow. Mayne in his Hindu Law, 
eighth edition, page 181, refers to the authorities in 
Bengal and Southern India and states that so far 
as Sudras are concerned adoption subsequent to the 
marriage would be invalid. Trevelyan in his Hindu Law 
at pages 146-147 also gives the result of the authorities 
that according to the Bengal, Benares and Madras 
schools of law in the case of Sudras adoption must take 
place before marriage. As pointed out in the Madras 
case, in the Bombay Presidency where the Mayukha is a 
paramount authority, the Bombay High Court has 
adopted the view of Neelakanta, the author of Mayukha, 
and of his father Sankarabhatta and has ruled that in 
all classes a married man, even if he has children, may 
be adopted. 'But in Courts where Dattaka Chandrika is 
an authority, the prohibition in Dattaka Ohandrika has 
been accepted as binding.

Reference has been made by Mr. Radhakrishnayya to 
the view taken by Sarkar in his Law of Adoption at 
page 361 as to the slender foundations on which the rule 
in Dattaka Ohandrika is based. But it seems to me that, 
having regard to the long catena of authorities it is not 
open to me to hold that the Dattaka Ohandrika’s view is

(1) (1890) I.L.E., 13 Mad., 128. (2) (1910) 7 A. L.J., 027.
(8) (1899) 21 All.,412 j 26 I.A., 153.
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C h e k s a l -
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RiAMesam, J,
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LinoiYVA not an authority and tliat the decisions I have referredCHETTY _ y
to are not binding on me.

In the view I take that fclie adoption of tlie first 
defendant is inyalid, it is not necessary to go into tke 
other reasons put forward for the invalidity of the 
adoption.”

Against this judgment, the first defendant preferred 
this appeal.

V. Badhahrishnayya for appellant.
8. Umgamamy Ayyangar for respondent.

JUDGMENT.
Ram esam , J.— This is an appeal against a judgment 

of onr brother K u m a b a sw a m i B a s te i , J* He decreed the 
plaintiffs’ suit holding that the adoption of the first 
defendant was invalid on the ground that he had been 
married at the time of the adoption. Unless the appel
lant (first defendant) successfully challenges this con
clusion, the other points in the case do not arise. It is 
admitted that the parties are Sudras.

Apart from Sanskrit texts, the earliest opinion 
available in Madras is the case No. 18 of 1814 in Y o l I 
of the Select Decrees of the Sadr Adaulat, page 101. 
The pandit’s answer at page 106 runs thus;

“ Sudras may be adopted till the sixteenth year. But as 
it is a rule that a married boy cannot be adopted it must be 
understood that an unmarried boy may be adopted, till he has 
attained the age of sixteen. These are the rules for the Sudra 
caste. Thus it is declared in the Dutta Mimamsa^ Dntfca 
Chandrika and other Sastras,”
The point did not arise in the case.

The point was actually decided in another case in 
the same volume at page 406, Prusunna Vencatacliella 
Reddyar v. Moodoo Vencatacliella EeddyarQ). The

(1) (1825) 1 M.8.D., 406,



pandit stated that the adoption was invalid (page 410)
and the Court of Sadr Adaiilat held (page 412) that ohengii,

"  the adoption of the appellant after his marriage was 
illegal and void under the rules M id  restrictions of Hindu Law/^ Eam esam , J,

We have next the statement of Sir T. Strange in his 
Hindu Law (Vol. I, page 91):

“  Accordingly in a case referred to in a subsequent page 
(page 96j case of Raja Nohkisfsen) the pandits stated an aaanmp- 
tlon of the string in the higher classes and marriage in the 
fourth as obstacles to adoption.”

After referring to the possibility of annulment of 
ceremonies already performed in the natural family he 
says,

‘ 'Upon those principles it -would seem, as if there could be 
no adoption of one who is married; marriage not being ca.pahle, 
like tonsnre and investitnroj of annulment.”

In the judgments of Sadr Court, 1861, at page 147,
ViTci Kumar a, Servai v. Gopalu 86rvai(l) (cited at page 
1066 of "West and Buhler’s Hindu Law, 3rd edition), the 
same point arose and the District Munsif held the adop
tion to be illegal as at the time thereof the plaintiff was a 
married man. Though the case went up on appeal and 
second appeal, the plaintiff did not challenge the District 
Munsif’ s ruling and in second appeal the District 
Munsif’s decision was restored.

In Ayyam Mnppanar v. NiladatcM Ammal{2)^ the 
plaintiff succeeded as adopted son on the ground that, in 
a previous litigation, his adoption was recognized (rightly 
or wrongly) and he got a decree for maintenance against 
his adoptive father on the footing of a validly adopted 
son. The matter in the second litigation was res 
judicata between the plaintiff and his adoptive father.
It  appears that the pandits (in the first case) declared 
against its validity (page 47) but the Registrar who
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linsaxta decree in appeal tliouglit that the parties were of a 
V. class not strictly bound h j the requirements of the 

AMUAL Hindu Law. There was an appeal to the Privy Council, 
Eameŝ m, j. but the matter was compromised and the appeal with

drawn. One of the terms of the compromise was that a 
daughter of the alleged adopted son should be married 
to a natural son of the adoptive father. In a later liti
gation, this marriage was attacked on the ground that 
it was invalid. The High Court in VytUlinga v. Vijaya- 
thammal{l) held that the adoption was invalid (the 
question of the validity of the adoption not being res 
judicata) and that the marriage was valid. T uenbb , 0. J., 
and M uttuswami A t t a e , J., said;

"  It would certainly be invalid, under tlie Dattaka 
Ohandrika, which, declares that marriage concludes the period 
within which a Sudra may be adopted/’

In PiGhwayyan v. 8uhbayyan{^), all the above author
ities were reviewed and the adoption of a boy after his 
marriage was held to be invalid. It is true that the 
parties were not Sudras, but the reasoning was general 
and applied to all Hindus. The respondent in it 
attempted to support the adoption by arguing from 
Viraragava v. Bamalinga{Z), that, as the parties were 
of the same gotra, marriage was no obstacle, just 
as upanayanam was no obstacle. This argument was 
repelled. The Judges said:

“ There is no colour for the argument that this decision 
abrogated the rule according to which the previous marriage of 
the child is an obstacle to his adoption. There isj as we have 
shown, distiact authority for the rule and the recognition of it 
is in no way inconsistent with the decision regarding the cere
mony of upanayanam. It must be borne in mind that a valid 
adoption presupposes a gift by the father or mother, and they 
have no power under the Hindu Law to give the daughter-in-law 
or their son̂ s wife in adoption.’’
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The learned vakil for the appellant argues that, so
far as the last reason is concerned, the adoption of a «•

C h e n g a l -
childless widower would be valid In the present case, a m m a i .,

the appellant was not a widower at the time of the Ramesam, .t,

adoption. In Janahiram Pillay v. Venkiah GlieUy{\), the 
question was whether Gropalakrishna Pillai was validly 
adopted. The Court observed that there was no reliable 
evidence of an adoption before marriage and any 
adoption after marriage was invalid.

The authorities in Allahabad have been referred to 
by our learned brother and need not be repeated. The 
learned Vakil for the appellant draws our attention to a
quotation by M ah m o o d , J., in Ganga Bahai v. LeMiraj
8ingh{2) from Dr. Jolly who says :

“  The Dattaka Tilaka does not consider marriage even as 
a bar to adoption, in case the person to be adopted belongs to 
the same gotra as the adopter. The Dattaka Riddhanta Manjari 
declares that it is not lawful to adopt a married man/"*

But the Dattaka Tilaka has never been used in 
Southern India. I doubt if its existence is known 
among the people and it does not appear that it has been 
followed in this respect in Allahabad or Bengal.

The most important argument of the vakil for the 
appellant is that most of the authorities against him are 
based on the Dattaka Ohandrika and that the reasoning 
of the Dattaka Ohandrika is not sound. There is no 
doubt as to the opinion of the author of the Dattaka 
Ohandrika in verse 29 of section 11. It is true that 
the preceding reasoning from verse 23 relates to the 
question whether the performance of tonsure operates 
as an obstacle. Mr. Sarkar in his Hindu Law of Adop* 
tion is of opinion that the conolusion of the Dattaka 
Ohandrika rests on slender foundation. This may be
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linga.t¥a gQ yfQ have to recognize the fact that, whatever its
C h e t t v  ’  . T j  1

V. reasoning may be, and whoever its author may be, the
AMjr.AL. work is recognized as an authority in all th.e provinces

eam’̂ m. J. outside Bombay. I need only refer to the latest decision
of the Privy Council recognizing its authority, ArjuniM 
Perram v. Subbarayadu(l).

Above all, it must be recognized that the rule has 
been acted upon for more than a century and it is too 
late to question it. The opposite rule in Bombay is 
based on tlie special authority of the Mayukba and 
cannot lielp us.

Tlie decision of the learned Judge is right and the 
appeal is dismissed with costs.

The receiver will be allowed to take his costs from 
the estate in the first instance.

reit,i.t, j . Beilly, J.— I agree. It has been contended before 
us for appellant that the passages of the Dattaka 
Ohandrika, on which is based, so far as that work is 
concerned, the doctrine that a married Sudra cannot be 
adopted, have been misunderstood. But at the least it 
cannot be denied that it is possible to interpret the terms 
of verses 29 and 32 of section 11 of the Dattaka Chan- 
drika taken together, as stating by implication that, in 
the author’s opinion, the adoption of a married Sudra is 
not permissible. That interpretation, it appears, has 
been accepted and acted upon in this Presidency for 
more than a century ; and there does not appear to be 
any reported case in which it has been decided finally 
that the adoption of a married Sudra is possible. 
That being so I do not think that we are at liberty to 
re-open the question.

K.R.
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